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Synopsis
A simplified model of a polypeptide chain is described. Each residue is represented by
a single interaction center. The energy of the chain and the force acting on each residue are
given as a function of the residue coordinates. Terms to approximate the effect of solvent
and the stabilization energy of helix formation are included. The model is used to study
equilibrium and dynamical aspects of the helix-coil transition. The equilibrium proper ties
examined include helix-coil equilibrium constants and their dependence on chain position.
Dynamical properties are examined by a stochastic simulation of the Brownian motion of
the chain in its solvent surroundings. Correlations in the motions of the residues are found
to have an important influence on the helix-coil transition rates.

INTRODUCTION
The helix-coil transition in polypeptides has been the subject of many
experimental and theoretical studies.1-3 Much of the interest is due to the
probable role of such transitions in nucleating the folding of globular proteins4-8 and in other biochemical processes such as certain hormone-receptor interactions.9’1° In spite of the considerable work in the area, no
detailed theoretical analysis of the dynamics of the helix-coil transition
is available. An essential difficulty in making such an analysis is that the
time scale of the helix-coil transition is on the order of 10-9-10-6 sec, while
dynamical-simulation methods for an all-atom model of the polypeptide
chain are limited to the range of 10-12"10-9 sec.11 To overcome this
problem we utilize a simplified model for the polypeptide chain that makes
it possible to treat the time range appropriate for the helix-coil transition.
The approach used is an extension to polypeptide chains of methods
commonly employed in the dynamics of polymers.~2-~7 In the present
paper, a model for the polypeptide chain in aqueous solution is described
and applied in preliminary simulation studies of the helix-coil transition.
The simplified character of the model permits rapid calculation of the
polypeptide energy and the forces acting on individual residues, including
solvent effects. This feature allows extensive configuration sampling,
which is required in studies of the equilibrium and dynamical properties
of interacting polypeptides, as well as of isolated chains.
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In the simplified model, each residue is represented by a soft sphere with
a volume.similar to that of the corresponding amino acid: A recent analysis
of the x-ray structure of myoglobin by Richmond and Richardsis suggests
that this kind of model can provide an ~leqnate description of the residue
packing in a-helices. Conformational mobility of the chain is permitted
by torsional motions around virtual bonds which link the residues in a linear
sequence. The energy function for the chain represents a balance between
interactions whichtend to :stabilize the helical conformation and interactions which tend to stabilize coil conformations. While such a model cannot
accurately represent the detailed atomic interactions (such as side-chain
hydrogen bonds), it can provide an approximate description of the overall
structure and flexibility of polypeptides with less specific side-chain interactions (e.g., steric and hydrophobic interactions).
The motions of the simplified chain in water are simulated by a stochastic
dynamics method.13-17,~1 The resulting trajectories represent the slow,
diffusional fluctuations in the overall conformation of the chain. On the
time scale of these fluctuations, localized motions such as side-chain internal rotations are rapidly averaged so that the simplified structural model
is appropriate. With this method, the overall motions of a chain can be
simulated for periods o~ several hundred nanoseconds. Thus, the method
is useful for studies of processes which occur on the nanosecond time scale
and in which side-chain interactions are dominated by simple packing effects. It is expected that the choice of the model and its energy parameters,
which yield satisfactory values for the helix-coil equilibrium properties,
are appropriate for treating the helix-coil dynamics. The method would
not be useful for simulating the folding of an entire protein, for example,
since this process occurs on a much longer time scale and will typically involve detailed atomic interactions in the formation of tertiary structure.4,5
POLYPEPTIDE MODEL
The model described here is based on the virtual-bond formulation introduced by Flory,12 developed for polypeptide chains by Levitt and
Warshel,19,20 and simplified by Levitt for molecular-dynamics simulations.21 Each amino acid residue is represented by a single interaction
center, Ri (Fig. 1). These centers are linked by virtual bonds and bond
angles with harmonic restoring potentials. An intrinsic torsional potential
is associated with each Virtual dihedral angle to represent the average sum
of nonbonded interactions between the atoms of near-neighbor residues.
(The virtual dihedral angle ~i is defined in terms of the centers of residues
i, i + 1, i + 2, and i + 3; ~i = 0 for the eclipsed conformation.) Interactions
between residues separated by three or m~re virtual bonds are given by
central force potentials which represent excluded-volume and net attractive
effects in aqueous surroundings. Finally, additional torsional potentials
are used to represent special interactions (e.g., backbone hydrogen bonds)
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Fig. 1. The geometry of the simplified polypeptide model, compared with that of the atomic
model. The dashed lines are virtual bonds connecting the interaction centers Ri.

which stabilize helical conformations. The sum of all these potential terms
constitutes the simplified energy function for the polypeptide.
In representing the large-scale conformational changes of the polypeptide, only the torsional motions of the simplified chain are significant; this
point is considered in the Discussion. The bond and bond-angle potentials
could in fact be replaced by rigid constraintsl9,~°; flexible potentials are
used here to simplify the force calculations in Cartesian coordinates and
to avoid certain modifications of the energy function which would be required if constraints were used.22
For the initial studies described here, the geometric and energy parameters of the simplified model were chosen to correspond to polyvaline;
generalization to other homopolymers or to heteropolymers is straightforward. Details are given in the following two subsections, but the essential features of the resulting model may be briefly summarized as follows.
Residues in a coil region experience a relatively soft torsional potential; the
presence of the excluded-volume terms prevents overlap of nonbonded
residues. A residue in the helix-coil interface is stabilized in the helical
conformation by a narrow potential well with a depth of about 2 kcal/mol,
and in the coil conformation by a broad potential well with a depth of about
I kcal/mol. Residues in the interior of the helix are confined to the helical
conformation by a narrow potential well with a depth of about 6 kcal/
mol.
Geometry
The equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles of the simplified chain,
as well as the characteristic dihedral-angle value for an a-helix, were calculated by reference to a detailed atomic model constructed with standard
a~helix geometry.23 The interaction centers of the simplified chain were
placed at the Ca positions in the detailed structure, i.e., close to the valine
centroids defined by Levitt.21 From this arrangement of interaction
centers, the desired internal coordinate values were found to be b0 = 5.14
/~, 00 = 87.2°, and ~ = 38.3° for the equilibrium bond length, equilibrium
bond angle, and a-helix dihedral angle, respectively. From Fig. 2 of Ref.
20, the width of the a-helix region is about 30°;~thus, 25° < ¯ < 55° was
taken to define the a-helical region for the simplified chain.
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Energy Function
The energy function described here is chosen to approximate the potential of mean force which corresponds to a thermal average over polypeptide degrees of freedom that are omitted in the simplified model and
over solvent molecule degrees of freedom.24 This point is considered further in the Discussion. The function is a sum of six kinds of interactions:
E = Ebond + E0 + E~ + Esol + Eev + E~
The bond and bond-angle interactions are harmonic:
Ebond ----" ~ ]~b (b - bo)2

(1)

(2)

Eo = E ko(0 - 00)2

(3)
where the summations are over all the virtual bonds and virtual bond angles,
respectively. The force constants are21 kb --- 40 kcal mo1-1/~-2, ko = 40
kcal mo1-1 rad-2, and,bo = 5.14/~, 00 = 1.52 rad = 87.2°.
The third term in the energy function represents near-neighbor atomic
nonbonded interactions, averaged over all dihedral angles consistent with
a given value of ~ in a detailed dipeptide model:
where the summation is over all the virtual dihedral angles and V(q?) is the
Fourier series for Ala-Ala dipeptides given by Levitt.2°
The attractive van der Waals and solvent contribution has the ad hoc
form given by Levitt for valine residues~O,~5:

Esol = E,~g(rlj), i > j

(5)

where rij is the distance between interaction centers i and j, g(r) is a sigmoid
function which varies from g(0) = I to g(r) = 0 for r > 9 ~, a = -3.0 keal/
mol, and the sum is taken over centers separated by three or more
bonds.
The excluded-volume term is given by

E.v = EVo~,(r~i),

i >j

(6)

where

~,

,,\

"

V~v(r)=

~3
0,

-4

+1,

r<r°

(7)

r >r°

and ~ = 0.33 kcal/mol, r° = 6.5 ~, corresponding to Levitt’s "whole residue"
parameters for valine.~0 This contribution, which differs fromLevitt’s in
that it is purely repulsive, is obtained from his van der Waals potential
function by the repulsive-potential construction introduced by Weeks et
al.~6 This substitution of a purely repulsive potential takes cognizance of
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the fact that the surrounding of one valine residue by other valine residues
represents a transfer from an aqueous surrounding and not from a vacuum.
The change in attractive interactions upon such a transfer is already included in the solvation energy term, which is derived from the free energy
of transfer of residues from aqueous to hydrophobic surroundings.25 The
present choice, which is introduced in part to prevent the excessive stability
of valine "globules" in the coil portion of the chain (see Discussion), is in
better accord with the hydrophobic interaction theory of Pratt and
Chandler27 and with detailed simulation studies of hydrophobic interactions28,29 in terms of the depth of the net attractive potential well.
The helix-stabilization energy is given by
where the summation runs over all the virtual dihedral angles. The
function [(~) is bell-shaped, with a maximum value of unity at ¯ = 40°;
f(~) and its first derivative vanish at ¯ = 25° and 55°. The detailed form
of[(~) for 25° < ¯ < 55° is
f(~) = ’55.73[0.7854(~ - a~=)2 ± 2.0(~ - a~)3]
(9)
where (~ is in radians, a+ = 0.9599 rad, a- = 0.4363 rad; the upper signs are
used if 40° < ¢ < 55°, the lower signs if 25° < ¯ < 40°. f(~) = 0 if ¯ is
outside the a-helical range.. The coefficient A~ for each dihedral angle
depends on adjacent dihedral angles according to the following rules. (The
rules are adequate for modeling growth and decay at the end of a single
helical sequence, which is the only problem considered here.) If ~i-1, (]~i--2,
¯ ¯ ¯, ~1 and (~i+1 are in the a-helix range, A~i = -6.0 kcal/mol, reflecting
the difficulty, of nucleating a coil sequence in the interior of an a-helix.1
If ~i-~, ~-2 ..... ~1 are in the a-helix range but ~i+~ is not, A~i = -1.4
kcal/mol. If ~i is not in the helix interior or at the helix-coil interface, A~
= 0. Thus, if (~i is in the range 25° < ~i <: 55°, it is considered to be in the
a-helix only if ~i-~,.. ¯, ~ are also in the helix; this reflects thc difficulty
of nucleating a new section of helix.1 The value A~ = -1.4 kcal/mol for
the helix-coil interface was chosen to approximately reproduce the experimental s parameter for valine, as described in the next section.
EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES
Several average quantities were calculated for residues at a helix-coil
interface. The first of these is the equilibrium constant s~ for transformation of a residue at the end of a section of helix from a coil state to a helix
state~:
. . . hhcic . . . ~ . . . hhhic . . .

=

(lO)

In addition, the various components of the potential of mean force for a
residue at the end of a section of helix were computed.
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The calculations were performed for a 15-residue chain (12 dihedral
angles) by the following method. To calculate average quantities for residue i + 3, the dihedral angles ~1, @2 .... , q)i-1 were held fixed at 38.3°;
that is, residues 1, 2 .... , i + 2 formed a section of a-helix. The angle ~i
was varied over values ~i = 0°, 10°,.. ~, 350°; and ~)i+1 .... , ~)12 were varied
ove~ values ~ = 0°, 30° .... ,330°. For each value of ~i, the Boltzmann
factors corresponding to all values of ¢i+~ .... , ~12 were summed:
P’(~) = ~ exp[-E(~i, ~i+1 .... , ~212)/RT]
(11)
where the summation runs over the values of ¢i+1 .... , ~2; R is the gas
constant and T = 300° K. E(drl, ~i÷l .... , ~) includes only the torsional
functions for the indicated dihedral angles and those nonbonded interactions which change upon variation of these dihedral angles. In accordance
with the rules given above, the A~ in Eq. (8) were fixed as A~. = -1.4
kcal/mol, A~i+l ..... A~12 = 0.
P~(q~i) is proportional to the proba.bility of finding residue i + 3 in the
state defined by a particular value of ~i, given that residues 1 .... , i + 2
form an a-helix ahd residues i + 4 .... ,15 sample all possible coil configurations. The absolute probabilities are computed by normalization:
P(ffpi) =

(12)

where Zi is the configurational sum over the values of ~i:
Zi = E P’(~i)
(13)
The equilibrium constant si+~ is the probability of finding residue i +
3 in a helix state divided by the probability of finding it in a coil state.
These equilibrium constants were estimated by computing
P(¢i)/E P(~i)
(14)
where the sum in the numerator runs over ~i = 30°,. 40°, 50°, and that in
the denominator runs over all other values of ~i. This ratio is relatively
insensitive to the angular sampling interval, since the numerator is dominated by the 40° term.
To obtain information concerning the kinds of interaction which make
particular values of ~i more or less probable at the helix=coil interface, we.
compute the components of the potential of mean force for ~i. The jth
component of the potential of mean force is denoted by (E] (~i)), where
E~’ represents any of the terms in Eq. (1) or the sum of these terms.
(Ej(~i)) is the average energy obtained by fixing residue i + 3 in the state
defined by a particular value of ~i, fixing residues 1 .... , i + 2 in an a-helix
and allowing residues i + 4 .... ,15 to sample all coil configurations with
Boltzmann weighting:
8i+3 = E

(Ei(~i)) = ~.Ej(~2i .... , ~)P(~i+~ ..... ~121~i)
(15)
where the sum is over the values of q~i+~ ....
, (I)12. P(d2i+ ..... ~)121 (I)i)
is the probability of finding the coil configuration ~i+ ~ ....1
, ~, given that
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~i has the indicated value and ~1 ..... ~i-~ = 38.3°. This probability
is
exp[-E(~t .... , ~212)/RT]
P(~rPt+l, ¯ ¯., ~PI21 ~!2t) =
P’(~t)

(16)

where P’(~t) is given by Eq. (11).
Using the methods described above, the equilibrium constants si and
the various components of the potentials of mean force were computed for
residues 15 (the terminal residue in the-chain), 14, 13, 12, and 11. The
resulting st parameters are listed in Table I. The insensitivity of the st
parameters with respect to chain position is in accord with the usual Ising
model assumptions.~ The sl parameters are, however, quite sensitive to
the value chosen for the helix-stabilization energy coefficient A~ at the
helix-coil i-nterface. The value A~ = -1.4kcal/mol was chosen to produce
approximate agreement with the experimental result for polyvaline in water
at 25°C, s = 0.95.3° With A¢ = -1.6 kcal/mol, one finds s = 1.3 for residue
12; with A¢ = -1.0 kcal/mol, one finds s = 0.6 for residue 12. It should also
be noted that if the attractive pm’t is left in the van der Waals potential [Eq.
(6)], the polypeptide’ displays an overwhelming tendency to fold into a
globular "coil" conformation. To obtain s parameters near unity in this
case, A¢ would have to decrease rapidly for dihedral angles farther into the
chain; e.g., A~ < -10 kcal/mol would be required for ~s.
The components of the potential of mean force for residue 12, (El (~9)),
are shown as functions of ~9 in Fig. 21 Results’for the other residues are
nearly identical with those shown. Outside the range 20° < ~9 <: 240°, the
potential of mean force is dominated by large, repulsive excluded-volume
contributions that result from close contacts between residue 12 and the
helix; these contacts yield smaller, attractive contributions through Esol.
The small rise in the excluded-volume contribution near ~9 = 180° is due
to packing of the coil residues against the helix; this is the structure which
would predominate if the attractive part were left in the van der Waals
potential.
DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES
An initial study of the dynamics of the helix-coil transitions for the
15-residue chain was carried out by simulating the internal Brownian
motion of the chain in its solvent surroundings. In the simulation method
TABLE I
Helix-Coil Equilibrium Constants in a 15-Residue Chain
l~esidue

s

15
14
13
12
11

1.03
1.05
1.01
1.01
1.01
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Fig. 2. Potential of mean force an(] ~t,s components for a residue at the he]Jx-coi| interface

for E (--), E~ (- - -), Esol (-.-), Eev (-"-), and E, (...).

used her~, each successive configuration of the chain is selected from a
probability distribution which is the short-time solution of the chain-diffusion equation with the previous configuration as an initial condition.31
Diffusional trajectories generated by this method accurately represent
possible chain motions if the time step is short enough that the systematic
forces derived from Eq. (1) change only slightly during each step. In addition, the momentum relaxation time of the residues must be short on the
time scale of the residue displacements, since inertial effects .are incompletely damped over intervals shorter than the momentum relaxation time,
and these effects are not reproduced by the simulation method. Hydrodynamic interactions among the residues have been neglected in these
preliminary calculations.
The diffusion constants for the residues are taken to be D = 6.71 × 10-6
cm2/sec, corresponding to spheres of radius 3.25/~ in water at 25°C. Trial
computations indicated that a fairly short time-step (At = 0.03 psec) is
required for the dihedral angles in the helix-coil interface to follow the
effective torsional potentials faithfully. This is a consequence of the sizable
nonbonded interactions in this region. The angular momentum relaxation
time for torsional motions of the residues can be shown to be comparable
to or smaller than the time step given above. Using Kramers’ criterion,32
it can also be shown that frictional effects overwhelmingly dominate inertial
effects when residues cross the free-energ~barrier separating helix and coil
states.
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In this study, the chain was initially in an all-helical configuration. The
first 11 residues were held fixed in space, while the last 4 residues were allowed to move. Three independent simulations were performed, each for
a total length of 12 nsec. The time histories of the last three dihedral angles
are shown in Figs. 3-5; ~9, which showed relatively little mobility, is omitted
from these figures for clarity. Points are plotted at intervals of 120 psec.
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Pig. 4. Dihedral-angle histories during the second&elix-unwinding simulation: ~12 (--),

~1~ (- - -), and ~o (’").
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Fig. 5. Dihedral-angle histories during the third helix-unwinding simulation:
~11 (-- -), and ~1o (’").

In examining these figures, it is important to recall that helix-coil transitions occuronly at the end of the single helical section; if ~i is in the range
25° < ~i < 55°, it is considered to be in the a-helix only if ~i-1 .... , @1 are
also in the helix. Nucleation of a second section of helix would be exceedingly rare on the time scale of these simulations.2
Significant unwinding of the helix occurs in each simulation. The runs
are not long enough to yield equilibrium sampling of the mobile portion
of the chain, however. When two or more residues leave the helix, they do
so sequentially; this is not always apparent in the figures due to the 120-psec
plotting interval used. After unwinding, ~12 and ~11 tend to remain in the
range 120° < ~ < 260°, although ~12 often drifts to smaller values and ~11
returns to the helix at the end of the second simulation. The results of
these simulations are further considered below.
DISCUSSION
Polypeptide Model and Equilibrium Properties
The simplified polypeptide model has only one backbone rotational
degree of freedom per residue (~), while the detailed atomic model has two
(¢ and ~). Examination of Fig. 1 shows that for given positions of the
simplified residues Ri, RI+ 1, Ri+ 2, the position of Ri+ 3 is essentially determined by ~i+1 and ¢i+2 through the sum ~i+1 + ¢i+~.1~ Variations in the
difference ~+1 - ¢i+~ correspond to rotations of the plane of the amide
group between residues i + I and i + 2;~uch rotations have a relatively small
effect on the overall chain direction. In the simplified model, the position
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of Ri+~ is determined by ~2i, which essentially depends only on ~i+1 + ¢i+2.
Thus, the energy function used here is a potential of mean force which is
averaged over amide plane orientations as well as side-chain and solventmolecule configurations.
In the simplified model, ifRi, Ri+l, and Ri+2 are part of an a-helix, Ri+3
is added to the helix when ~i enters the helical region. Inspection of Fig.
1 shows that the amide plane between residues i + 2 and i + 3 must also
assume the correct orientation, so that the amide NH can form a hydrogen
bond with the CO of residue i - 1. The freezing of this amide plane results
in an entropy reduction which is considered below. In the dynamical
simulations, where only ¯ angles are explicitly considered, it is assumed
that the local reorientations of the amide planes are rapid compared to the
variations in ~, which reflect the slow changes in the overall shape of the
chain.
The a-helix stabilization term in the energy function contributes up to
-1.4 kcal/mol upon ~he addition of a residue to the helix. This term includes free-energy changes associated with the formation of a backbone
hydrogen bond and the freezing of amide-plane rotational motions. While
it is difficult to give precise values for these changes, calorimetric and pH
titration studies of helix-coil transitions suggest that hydrogen-bond formation, with an estimated free-energy change of -1.5 kcal/mol, provides
the larger contribution.3~’34 Since the typical range of variation of amide
plane orientations is about 180° or less for nonhelical residues in proteins
(see Fig. 2 in Ref. 20), the entropy reduction upon freezing the amide-plane
orientation is less than 2 e.u. (Ref. 35); this corresponds to a free-energy
increase at 25°C of less than 0.6 kcal/mol. Thus, the stabilization energy
used here appears to be of a reasonable magnitude.
The potential of mean force shown in Fig. 2 exhibits a free-energy barrier
of roughly 1 kcal/mol for the coil-to-helix transition; the coil state is stabilized primarily by favorable near-neighbor nonbonded interactions (as
reflected in E~) and, to a lesser extent, by hydrophobic interactions. Recent measurements of the temperature dependence of the helix growth rates
of two different polypeptides yielded low apparent activation energies
kcal/mol) for the coil-to-helix transition.36’~7 The low barrier found here
is qualitatively consistent with these results, but a q~antitative comparison
is complicated by the entropic contribution to the modelbarrier and the
use of simple Arrhenius expressions which neglect viscosity effects32 in the
experimental data analysis.
Dynamical Properties
It is apparent from Figs. 3-5 that the mobility of the residues increases
markedly at the end of the polypeptide chain. Residue 15 unwipds from
the helix quite readily and exhibits rather large fluctuations after residues
14 and 15 have unwound. Residue 14 unwinds less readily and exhibits
smaller fluctuations after unwinding. Residue 13 exhibits only occasional,
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transient departures from the helix, even after the last two residues have
unwound.
Since the helix-coil transition free-energy barriers are similar for all the
residues, the reduced mobility of residues in the chain interior indicates
that these residues have smaller effective diffusion constants. Unwinding
of an interior residue requires simultaneous displacement of residues in
the coil, so that larger frictional forces are involved.3s The coil region does
not move as a rigid body, however; the torsional motions are correlated so
as to minimize dissipative effects. This is particularly apparent in the large
displacements of ~10 in Fig. 3. With ~1~ and ~2 in extended conformations, the positive correlation of A~0 and A~I tends to minimize the
displacements of residues 14 and 15 when residue 13 moves, while the
negative correlation of A~0 and A~2 also tends to minimize the displacement of residue 15 when residue 13 moves. Similar variations of
mobility and torsional correlations have been observed in simulation studies
of simple alkanes.13-~7
The equilibrium constants s for adding residues to the helix are close to
unity, so the rate constant kr for removing a residue from the helix is equal
to the rate constant kf for helix growth (apart from corrections due to
nonequilibrium effects39). Although the preliminary results obtained here
are not sufficient to assign accurate values to these rate constants, their
approximate magnitudes are kf ~ 109 sec-~ for the last residue in a chain,
k[ ~ 10s sec-1 for the next to the last residue, and kf < 10s sec-~ for the
internal residues. These rate constants have been approximated as reciprocals of the average time intervals between helix-coil transitions for
residues at the helix-coil interface. The rate constants k[ would be expected to drop to a limiting value for residues further into the chain.
Correlated torsional motions such as those described above will result in
localized motions within the coil during unwinding, so that the rate will not
depend on the overall size of the coil. A rough estimate based on these
considerations suggests that the limiting rate constant for the model chain
considered here is k~ ~ 107 sec-~. These values fall in the range of experimental results (k[ ~ 107-101° sec-1) obtained for a variety of polypeptides
in different solvents.~%40-4~ In work which is presently in progress, the
dynamics of the model described here is being examined over longer intervals of time. This Work involves both direct diffusional simulations (for
times >100 nsec) and simulations based on special techniques designed
to yield more efficient sampling of the helix-coil transitions.43 This work
is expected to yield more detailed information on the role of correlated
residue displacements in determining helix-coil rate constants, as well as
accurate values for these rate constants. Studies of the equilibrium and
dynamical propertie~ of heteropolymers and interacting polypeptides are
also underway.
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